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DATA SCIENCE REVOLUTION

WE’RE COMMITTED TO DATA SCIENCE EDUCATION. IT MATTERS!

LATEST PROGRAM
CONTENT

30+ 
SMEs

Meticulously
developed program
content are vetted

and verified by world-
renowned SMEs.

GLOBAL
RECOGNITION

160+ 
COUNTRIES

Our Data Science
Certification programs

are recognized
worldwide in more
than 160 countries.

OUR
COMMITMENT

100K+ 
CERTIFIED PROFESSIONALS

We are committed to 
develop relevant skills 

in data science and 
certify 100k professionals 

by 2026.

IMPACTFUL
LEARNING

150+ 
HOURS OF LEARNING

Experience world's
most extensive,
exhaustive, and

industry-relevant
content of learning in

Data Science.

Get the world's most powerful
data science certifications to simplify
your career path!

The United States Data Science Institute (USDSI )
®

is the world leader in credentialing and learning

in the Data Science profession. We provide

ground-breaking and futuristic data science

certification programs to upskill and reskill data

science professionals. USDSI  is committed to
®

meet the industry-relevant demands and take the

responsibility of developing the perfect talent,

potential, and abilities to be e�cient and well-

qualified in data science.

2026 is going to be a massive year for data science enthusiasts. The Global Data Science Market 
size is expected to reach a whopping USD 322.90 billion by 2026, spiraling at a Compound 
Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 27.7% during the forecast period beginning in 2021. Industry 
4.0 is further accelerating the demand for data science professionals by creating millions 
of new jobs today and in the coming future.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics says data science jobs are expected to grow by at least 19% 
by 2026. However, the current skill development rate for data science professionals stands at a 
slackened 14%. As of now, on average, a data science job remains vacant for 45 days due to a 
talent crunch. The US BLS projects another score of massive demand for skilled data scientists 
to soar by 36% between 2021-2031; making this career choice a worthy one for the aspirants.

IBM reports a 30% 

surge in Data Science 

Jobs by the close of 

2024



DATA SCIENCE CERTIFICATIONS

If you think data science is the right career option for you and are ready to embark on a

journey in the most fascinating and enthralling knowledge-based industry, then these

certifications are must-have qualification, the world’s best and renowned Data Science

certifications to become the ultimate leader in the Data Science profession.

®
These certifications by the United States Data Science Institute (USDSI ) is explicitly

designed to meet the challenging demands of Data Science profession and provide the right

skill-sets with the best and ultimate technical knowledge. These certifications are the best

qualification to demonstrate your expertise, potential, and promise for managing Data

Science professions' onerous responsibilities.

®
BENEFITS OF THE USDSI  CERTIFICATIONS

DATA SCIENCE
PROFESSIONAL

CERTIFICATION

LEAD DATA
SCIENTIST

CERTIFICATION

SENIOR DATA
SCIENTIST

CERTIFICATION

For data scienceaspiring 

professionals

For data scienceprogressive 

professionals

For dataaccomplished 

science professionals

®
The USDSI  certification aims to transform high-achievers into technical leaders for a more

significant impact in the organizations, business, and industry and others rich exposure to

planning, designing, and implementing processes and layouts that fits best in today’s highly

competitive data-driven world.

®A USDSI

Certification

draws the

Best Data

Science jobs

to you

®USDSI -

certified

professionals

can earn at

least 40%

higher!

(Source: Glassdoor)

Exclusive

program

coverage

designed to

accelerate

your career

Futuristic

program

content from

30+ world-

renowned

SMEs

Global

recognition

with 3Ps –

Projects,

Promotion,

and Paycheck

World-class

eLearning

with Study-

Books,

Videos,

Workshops,

and Practice

Code

1 3 5

2 4 6
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CERTIFICATE

CERTIFICATE AND DIGITAL BADGING

The function of sharing badges in digital communications, including

social media, is one of the important functions of the dgBadge

(USDSI’s digital badge partner). Each digital badge has a unique

URL, which can be embedded in a website or social media channel.

Representing skills as a badge gives Data Science professionals a way

to share their expertise online in a way that is simple, secure, and

trusted—can be easily verified in real time. Certified professionals

can add their LinkedIn as well as their entire professional journey

so far on their digital badge to demonstrate their achievements.

DIGITAL BADGE

TESTIMONIALS 

Chintamani Modak, CLDS™

Senior Manager, Dell Technologies

Nikhil Thahir, CLDS™

SOME OF OUR  WORK AT:®USDSI  CERTIFIED PROFESSIONALS

Data Science, Luminar Technolab

®USDSI  provided self-study kit ( personalized study books 3 volumes, real world workshop based e learning, 

self paced videos, Practice Code ) for CLDS exam preparation and high quality of this study kit really 

benefited me immensely in successfully securing CLDS™ certification.

®USDSI  staff was very supportive and responded to all my queries on prompt basis.

I am happy to announce that I am a Certified Lead Data Scientist, endorsed by the United States Data Science 

Institute. I am pushing a career path in this course and am willing to work with individuals and teams in their 

systems. I aim to add maximum participation and bring the expected results to the organization.
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RESOURCE HUB
®USDSI  o�ers the world's most powerful data science certifications to simplify your career

path and ensures that you must prepare thoroughly for the rigorous skill assessment at the
®

end of these self-paced programs. To help you with your preparation, USDSI  will provide

you with the meticulously developed ‘resource hub’ which is vetted and verified by the

world-renowned ‘  Data Science Advisory Board’ that comprises of best subject®
USDSI

matter experts and influencers of data science like CTOs, CIOs, Data Scientists, Technology

leaders from fortune 500 companies. We also update our curriculum at regular intervals to

stay relevant and to reflect the modern data science trends.

STUDY
BOOKS

The resource hub

includes,  Study-®
USDSI

Book 1, Study-Book 2,

and Study-Book 3  – all

these e-books cover the

latest technological

advances in data science

like Python, R, Machine

Learning, Deep Learning,

Hadoop, Spark, Scala,

Kafka, DevOps, Docker,

Kubernetes,

Cybersecurity, and more,

specially designed for the

data science enthusiasts.

You’ll get to view and learn

from the best e-learning

program for ®USDSI

certification programs

which includes relevant

collection of self-paced

videos that will help you

know the latest

technological advances in

data science and how to

build your fundamental

knowledge of it. This e-

learning module will also

introduce you to the finest

workshops that talks about

the real-world projects and

use cases.

Another very important

part of your learning is to

practically test your

preciously acquired

knowledge with some

real-world data and

scenarios. The ®
USDSI

certification Practice

Codes help you to put

your learning into

practice and makes you

ready for the real

challenges at a very early

stage of your career.

E-LEARNING
PRACTICE

CODES
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®About  USDSI

The United States Data Science Institute 
®

(USDSI ) is deemed a high-end and in-depth 

technical certification provider for Data 

Science Professionals and leads the global 

panorama in Data Science Organizational 

Transformation, Innovation, and Leadership.

®
USDSI  researches, designs, and certifies 

personnel who enter or engage in various 

emerging Data Science Majors.

IGNITE YOUR
DATA SCIENCE

CAREER

REGISTER NOW

LOCATIONS

info@   |   www.usdsi.org usdsi.org

Arizona

1345 E. Chandler BLVD.,

Suite 111-D Phoenix,

AZ 85048,

info.az@usdsi.org

Connecticut

Connecticut 680 E Main Street

#699, Stamford, CT 06901

info.ct@usdsi.org

Illinois

1 East Erie St, Suite 525

Chicago, IL 60611

info.il@usdsi.org

Singapore

No 7 Temasek Boulevard#12-07

Suntec Tower One, Singapore, 038987

Singapore,  info.sg@usdsi.org

United Kingdom

29 Whitmore Road, Whitnash

Learmington Spa, Warwickshire,

United Kingdom CV312JQ

info.uk@usdsi.org
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https://twitter.com/US_DSI
https://www.facebook.com/usdsi
https://www.linkedin.com/company/usdsi/
https://www.usdsi.org/account/create-account

